Everyone has secrets and some have more than others. Each and every one wanted to have their data and information to be more secure and confidential. There are many ways to maintain the data and information to be safe. The main objective of this paper is to be maintained the file or data to be secure. So, proposed system has developed for searching keyword in encrypted format and search with encrypted file.
INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the study and analysis of computer security, encryption methods in order to provide an effective security system through search on encrypted file. There are many ways to maintain the data and information to be safe. The main objective of this paper is File Security and Data Security.
SECURITY AND ENCRYPTION
Security is mainly used to secure the computer at 3 levels: hardware, information and service. Different security methods that is available for maintaining security in computer [1] . Computer security have many types based on working methods, tools, hardware, software etc., Main types of computer security is shown in fig 1. That is, physical security of computers and networks equipment, local area network security, network server security, switch/router/hub security, web server security and system security. In system security has two types. One is data security and other is disk security. This paper mainly focuses the data security.
Figure 1. Types of Computer Security
Encryption is mainly used for Data protection. Data security refers to mathematical calculations and algorithmic schemes that transform plaintext into cipher text, a form that is nonreadable to unauthorized parties [2] .
Figure 2. Types of Encryption Method
Encryption scheme have two settings. Symmetric (private key) is encryption and decryption is performed under a key shared by the sender and receiver. In Asymmetric (public key), sender has some public information and the receiver holds some corresponding secret information [3] . Encryption can be divided into many types. Mainly it can be divided into 5 types as shown in fig 2. Data encryption can be divided in two types and they are (1) File encryption and (2) Database encryption. File encryption used to protect a file with encryption mechanism. Similarly Database encryption used for database security with encryption mechanism.
SEARCH AND SEARCH ON ENCRYPTED FILE
Data Extraction is the operation of extracting data from a source file [4] . Designing and creating the extraction process is often one of the most time-consuming tasks process. The source files might be very complex and poorly documented and thus determining extracted data can be difficult.
Data extraction is the act or process of retrieving data out of (usually unstructured or poorly structured) data sources for further data processing or data storage (data migration). Data extraction method is called Information retrieval [5] . The process of searching specific information among a large number of information items is known as information retrieval (IR).
CRYPTOGRAPHIC MECHANISM
Cryptography can be achieved through various mechanisms. The goal is more specific in that the invention provides a privacy cryptographic mechanism and implementation that guarantees that an interloper must perform an average amount of work to recover the secret that is much greater than the amount of work required to create the secret between the two parties [6] . Some of the cryptographic mechanisms are given below:
Secret Key Algorithms
Secret key algorithms otherwise known as 'Symmetric' key encryption, which uses the same key for both, encrypt and decrypt a message. Some of the secret key algorithms are given below. Fig 3 is shows that algorithm for search keywords. Any method can use for creating encrypted file by authorized persons. In this proposed system is created encrypted file with +4 methods. i.e., alphabets and numbers are the contents of the file, each and every alphabet and numbers have to change with next to four letters. Fig 4 shows In existence method can fetch records or information from the file with keywords ( [7] and [8] ) . If give keyword for searching from information and get back information's from file [9] . But in this method unauthorized persons can fetch the information from file and also can corrupt the original file [10] . So it is not a security process. But there is no method for keeping security for data retrieval [11] . Overcome this problem, proposed system had been developed with encrypted file and encrypted keyword. Many methods are there for encryption process. In this method, original file stored in encrypted format. Searching keyword is also encrypted. Which encryption method is used for the encryption file, the same method is used for encrypt the keyword also. So Authorized persons only known which method is used for encryption. Unauthorized persons cannot find the encryption methods for original file and keyword. So it is a purely security process.
DESIGN OF ALGORITHM
The overall system design is the search on encrypted files using encryption on given keyword has been designed using top down approach and developed using bottom up approach.
Searching Encrypted File with Encrypted Keyword (SEFE (K)) method architecture of the prototype is as shown in fig 5.
Figure 5. Architecture of SEFE Method
The overall software prototype is subdivided in to three types of modules namely,
Encrypt Module :
Given an input text file, this module applies encryption on the contents of the file and output an encrypted file.
Decrypt Module :
Given an input encrypted file, this module applies decryption on the contents of the file and output a text file.
3. Search Encrypted Files: Given a keyword and the encrypted data file as input this program initially encrypts the keyword using the same method by which the encryption has been carried out. Then, the encrypted keyword text is searched in the encrypted file and the records where the match occurs are retrieved and shown to the user. If there is no match, "None records found" is reported to the user.
DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE PROTOTYPE
Has mentioned earlier this module carries out the searching function of the prototype. The step by step process is this module is explained in fig 6. In the searching function, initially user taken for searching keyword with encrypted file. The keyword should be encrypted in the same encryption method of encrypted file. After encryption process of the keyword, the encrypted keyword searches the matching records or contents in the encrypted file. If matching contents are there, the output will be displayed. Otherwise, "There is no matching" is reported to the user. In this module can calculate the time also. Total time of process also displayed. Searching time is depends of size of the files. If size of file is increasing, the searching time also increase. 
Encryption Module
Given an input text file, this module applies encryption on the contents of the file and output an encrypted file. i.e, if text file is given, the file convert to encrypted file with this encryption module and then output file come out from the process in encrypted format. Sample input data is shown in fig 7. 101 
Decryption Module
Decryption module is just reverse of the encryption module. In the decryption function, each and every character is taken for decryption and then minus with 4 to each character. For example e turns to a, f written to b, g written to c and so on. For example tvm}e  priya.
Given an input Decrypted file, this module applies for decryption on the contents of the file and output a text file. i.e, if decrypted file is given, the file convert to decrypted file with this decryption module and then output file come out from the process in original text format. Sample input data is shown in fig 10. 545 Printf("Enter the Filename to Decrypt:"); scanf("%s",name); fp=fopen(name,"r+"); fp1=fopen(temp,"w+"); c=fgetc(fp); while(c!=EOF) { j=c; j=j-4; cc=j; fputc(cc,fp1); c=fgetc(fp); } fclose(fp); fclose(fp1); remove(name); rename(temp,name); printf("The file is decrypted:"); getch(); } } Figure 12 . Sample source code for decryption module
Searching Encrypted file with Encrypted Keyword (SEFE) Search
In the searching function, initially user taken for searching keyword with encrypted file. The keyword should be encrypted in the same encryption method of encrypted file. After encryption process of the keyword, the encrypted keyword searches the matching records or contents in the encrypted file. If matching contents are there, the output will be displayed in encrypted format. Basic source code of the SEFE module is displayed in Fig 13. Clock_t start, end; clrscr(); start = clock(); printf("The time start: %f\n", start);
printf("\n\tEnter the file name: "); scanf("%s",&f); f1=fopen(f,"r"); f2=fopen("time.txt","at"); c=fgetc(f1); while(c!=EOF) { printf("%c",c); c=fgetc(f1); } n=I; printf("\n\n\tEnter the keyword : "); scanf("%s",&b); len=strlen(b); rewind(f1); i=0; strcpy(strtemp,""); tempi=0; while(!feof(f1)) { c=fgetc(f1); if(c-4=='\n') { strtemp[tempi++]='\0'; reccnt=reccnt+1; if((stricmp((strstr((strlwr(strtemp)),(strlwr(b)))),""))!=0) { printf("%s\n",strtemp); recmatch++; } Figure 13 . Sample source code of SEFE Search
DISCUSSIONS
This thesis proposed to unique method. It is a new method for fetching data from text file. Administrator only knows which methods are used for encrypted file and encrypted keyword. Both are maintained with same encryption methods. So unauthorized persons cannot find out the correct encryption method and they cannot get any information from this file. It is a very security method for fetch information from file.
TESTING AND RESULTS
The encryption module, decryption module and search modules showed in fig 14 and Table 2 shows the details of size of file, total records, retrieved records and SEFE search time. 
CONCLUSIONS
This results work aims at developing concepts and design in a search algorithm on encrypted data to improve the security. A detailed study on Analysis on encryption methods have been carried out. A novel technique to search a given encrypted keyword an on encrypted file has been invented, an algorithm is carried out and outcome output is also in encrypted format. So authorized person only known the details of which encryption method is used for this encrypted keyword search in encrypted file. This software is designed and developed using Turbo C.
 Data encryption has many ideas. But this proposed system is new idea for keeping security of the file. 
The developed prototype has been tested data and real big data and found successfully. 
The developed prototype has been tested with unique and integration testing successfully.  Disk encryption is a unique method and in this paper, gives some suggestions for proposed model.
